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We study the temperature dependence of soft CP-invariance violation in a class of gauge
theories based on the gauge group SU(2)z& U(1) and show that there exist physically accep-
table domains of coupling parameters of the theory where CP-invariance violation persists
at high temperatures. Such models have the potential to explain matter-antimatter asym-
metry in the universe while at the same time providing a cure for the strong CP problem.

The high-temperature behavior of gauge and
global symmetries has been studied extensively
in recent years, ' with the emphasis on the spon-
taneously broken gauge theories at weak and elec-
tromagnetic interactions. In analogy with super-
conductors, where the transition from super-
conducting to normal phase occurs at high tem-
perature, it was noted that the broken gauge sym-
metry could be restored beyond a certain critical
temperature. The same phenomenon is expected
to happen for all softly broken symmetries of na-
ture.

In the present Letter, we analyze this question
carefully in the context of the specific example
where a discrete CP symmetry is softly broken
and study whether CP invariance is necessarily
restored at high temperature. The reason this
particular example is of interest is the following:
While on phenomenological grounds there appears
to be no way to distinguish' between models with
hard and soft' CP-invariance violation, the latter
seems to be necessary to understand the smal1. -

ness of the quantum-chx omodynamics-induced
strong CP-invariance-violating phase. ' On the
other hand, attempts' have recently been made to
understand the matter-antimatter asymmetry in
the universe in the context of gauge theories with
baryon-number and CP-invariance-violating inter-
actions. According to these ideas the baryon
asymmetry was supposed to have originated at
extremely high temperatures, generally of order
of energies where presumably weak, electromag-
netic, and strong interactions became identical,
i.e., - 10"GeV. If soft CP-invariance violation
disappears at high temperatures as is generally
thought to happen, even qualitative understanding
of the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry
would seem to require' hard CP-invariance vio-
lation.

Our analysis shows, however, that there exist
a class of gauge models where soft CP noninvar-
iance does persist at high temperatures, contrary
to the common belief. In such a theory, there is
the potential to understand both the resolution of
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the strong CI' problem as well as the question of
matter-antimatter asymmetry. We illustrate our
idea with the help of a simple, yet realistic,
model of soft CP-invariance violation based on
the gauge group SU(2)~ Is U(1). Application to
models which also cure the strong CI' problem
is then straightforward.

Oo.r example is a simple extension of the stan-
dard' SU(2)L, 8 U(1) model with three Higgs doub-
lets (p„y» and X). Our strategy is first to an-
alyze the Higgs potential at zero temperature in

order to obtain the domain of coupling parameters
where the spontaneously borken symmetry repre-
sents a stable minimum of the theory. Then we
calculate the one-loop-induced temperature-de-
pendent terms in the potential in order to study
the high-temperature behavior of soft CP-invar-
iance violation, as dictated by the allowed range
of parameters obtained from the previous analy-
sis. To simplify our analysis, and without any
loss of generality, we require the potential to be
symmetric under y, y, and y- -X. The poten-
tial is then given by

~(v„~.,x) = —I,'4o,'v', +~.'e.)+x, I.(v", v', )'+ (4e.)']+».(v,'v,.)(m.'~, )

+2k,(%, P,)(P, 0,)+x, [(y, 0,)'+ H c] .+A.,(y, y, + p, y, )(p, p, + 9, 9,) - W,'X X

+ 6(x'x)'+ 2~(x' x)(v,'~, +e.'w. )+ 2P(v, 'X)(x'e, )+ (e.'X)(x'e.)
+&[(V,'X)(X'e.)+(e.'X)(X'V,)]+~'(X'X)(W,'e2+e.'e, )+P'[(V", X)'+(e&'X)'+H cl ", (1)

where p, ,'&0 (i =1,2) to ensure spontaneous symmetry breaking. We further restrict' y, y', P'= 0. We
then look for a minimum of the potential of the following type:

1 0 () 1 &0
(.8), x -~ I

with

e, =o, e,=-e.

The conditions for extrema (with nonvanishing 8) are

p, '=(x, +x,+x, -x, —A.,'/2X, )p'+(a+p)v',

p2'= «'+ 2(&+P)p',

cos8 = —xs/2Xq,

(2)

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

(4)

where we have used (3c) to obtain 3(a).
Positivity of the Higgs-boson mass matrix at the minimum imposes the following further constraints

on the Higgs-boson self-couplings: (a) for charged Higgs bosons,

(A., -X4-p)p -pv &0, -', (p g') —(x, -x,)pp &0,

which is satisfied by

x~&x4, p &0;

(b) for neutral Higgs bosons,

A., & 0, x, &0, x, -x, '/4x, &0, 5&0, A., -x, —x, +x, &0,

x, + xs+ x~ - x~ —xe /2k~ & 0, 5(x- X6 /4A ~) —(a +p) & 0, 5(x+ X3+ x~ —x5 —xe~/2X5) - 2(a + p)
~ & 0.

(6)

It is easily seen that the last set of conditions does not affect the previously obtained ones, Eq. (5).
Furthermore, if we assume v & p, we can chose also a+P & 0 (we take both a, P &0).

We should remark that once we have (p, ) & 0, 8& 0, then the CP-invariance violation in this theory is
induced in a usual way in gauge theories through complex quark-mass matrices.

Now, let us calculate a one-loop-induced temperature-dependent term in the potential. Using stan-
dard methods, ' we obtain (for the general analysis of temperature-dependent effects, see Weinberg')
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V,f&(y„p»X)=V(y„y»X)+Vr, where

Vr = —,'(AT)'([ X, + -', (2X, + X,) + -,'(2n+ p)+ —,', (3g'+

+ [5+ -', (4u+ 2P)+ —,', (+'+g
where k is the Boltzmann constant. We find using
(5) and (1)-(4) that, if 2a+ P & 0 and if

5&!2n+p! &3[X,+3(2X +E )+~(3g'+g")] (8)

then the coefficient of (rp,ty, +y,ty~)(AT)' is nega-
tive, whereas that af (X X)(AT)' is positive. There
fore, above a critical. temperature T, (determined
by

g")1(e,'v, +v.'v.)

")]x'x+ —,
' &.(e,'v. + e.'v, )),

V.'= (AT,)'[5+ ,'(4~—+2P)+ ,', (3g—'+V")]],
we have (X)= 0, but (p,) and (pm) remain nonzero.
They, however, increase with temperature, i.e. ,
p(T) =cT. The CP phase 6 also remains nonzero
at the minimum at all temperatures, provided
c»1 which is guaranteed by our choice of the
range of parameters.

The noteworthy feature of our result is that
the SU(2) ISU(1) gauge symmetry will not be re-
stored at high temperature. Namely, in this
model (q;) never vanish, so that U, (1) is the
symmetry of the theory at all temperatures"
[strictly speaking, for P' = 0 the theory has extra
U(1) symmetry which is restored at high temper-
ature, and so again we emphasize that P' is small,
but nonzero; for the simpler and more clear ex-
ample of the fact that no symmetry may be re-
stored see below and to be published].

We therefore find that these aluays exist a do-
main of the Higgs coupfings for which the soft
CP-inuariance violation remains at high temPer
atuxe. We now comment on several implications
of our work.

(a) For our strategy to work, some of the Higgs
self-couplings must be of order of or bigger than
—,', (3g'+g' ) = 4n ct Thus .our theory predicts
sMeveral heavy Higgs bosons (m„'am~'). How-

ever, there may still be some light neutral Higgs
scalar s.

(b) Note that had we dropped the X doublet and
had only y, and p„aand p would be zero. Then
Egs. (1)-(5) (with u = 0) would imply that the co-
efficient of the term (AT)'(y, y, +p, cp,) is always
positive. Therefore, by increasing the temper-
ature sufficiently (y, ) would vanish and the theory
would eventually become CP conserving. This
situation does not change even if we relax the
discrete symmetry p, —p~. Namely, then one
can have (p,) 4 0, (p,) = 0 (or vice versa) at high
temperature, but never both (p,)+ 0, (&2)&0

! which is a necessary ingredient to ensure CP-
invariance violation. However, this simpler
model can serve as an illustration of the fact
that the gauge symmetry may remain broken
at high temperature,

(c) We have carried out a similar analysis for
the gauge model SU(2)~caSU(2)sSU(1), which
accommodates naturally the strong CP-invari-
ance-violating phase. 4 This will be presented in
a longer paper now in preparation.

(d) Since the vacuum expectation values increase
with temperature, the masses of the fermions
and bosons in the theory will also increase with
temperature. However, since Yukawa couplings
are -gm, /m~ (~10 -10 ') at zero temperature,
at T-10'& Gett' the fermions are much lighter
than superheavy gauge bosons, X, of grand uni-
fied theories. Therefore, the origin of the baryon
asymmetry in the universe could possible be
sought in such a theory through the decay of the X
bosons. This, however, requires a more detailed
analysis, which is beyond the scope of this Letter.

(e) A few years ago, Linde" argued that a phe-
nomenon similar to the one discussed here could
occur in weak-interaction models with neutral
currents, provided the universe has a large net
neutrino density (compared to baryon density,
for example). Our analysis shows that although
Linde's mechanism, in principle, helps the kind
of phenomena we discussed, it is not necessary.
This is only welcome since the neutrino density
may not be large enough to ensure the validity of
Linde's arguments. Our mechanism, on the other
hand, requires only the existence of several
reasonably heavy (mH-m~) Higgs scalars.

We also remark that objections have been
raised" on cosmological grounds against models
with spontaneous CP-invariance violation which
are CP invariant at high temperature. Such ob-
jections would obviously no longer apply for the
theories of the kind discussed in this Letter.

Finally we should point out that the unusual tem-
perature behavior we discussed is not at all a
unique property of our particular example. There
exists a much wider class of such theories, some
of which we will discuss in a forthcoming paper. "
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We describe an extension of the Weinberg-Salem model to the group SU(2) U(l) U(l)'
in which CP invariance is spontaneously broken and physical CP-invariance violation is
mediated by the new massive Z' boson.

The SU(2)U(l) model of Weinberg and Salam'
has been spectacularly successful in describing
most aspects of weak and electromagnetic inter-
actions. However, the best way to incorporate
CP-invariance violation into the model has never
been clear. The simplest possibility' in the six-
quark model is to allow arbitrary CP-nonconserv-
ing phases in the Yukawa couplings; after diago-
nalizing the quark mass matrix a single CP-in-
variance-violating phase will then show up in the
charged W boson couplings. This model by Koba-
yashi and Maskawa (KM) was believed to provide

a satisfactory description of CP-invariance viola-
tion as long as the relevant phase and mixing an-.
gles are sufficiently small. However, the dis-
covery' of the existence of 8 vacua in quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) has thrown new obstacles
in the way of theories of CP-invariance violation.
Whereas it had once been thought that the QCD
Lagrangian naturally conserves P and T, it has
been found that a term of the form

0

may in general appear. This term violates both
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